Perm Perfect... For You

Now you can just set get custom tailoring in a home permanent. It's all a matter of selecting the right right relax kit.

Some have the waving time specially formulated for hard-to-wave hair; some for hair that curls easily. Then, too, you have a choice of kind of curl, depending on how you want to wear your hair. You can spin curls for a formal cut, or pull yours for soft curls, subject curlers for short only, or using curlers for a fluffy snail.

Follow the directions that come with your kit. They were worked out by experts who know their product well and even know your hair better than you. So don't try to improve.

Hair should be clean before you set it. Then shampoo it, or if it is already shoooped and wet. Have it dry, or have it dry.

Avoid Repacking. Always keep your supplies in the bag before you begin the action. You'll need a brush, comb, hairnet, hairband, a mirror, and a comb, brush, and clips, and no one will be sorry after the waving.

Waves and curls, setting up your hair so that you have maximum cut on easy. These are for quickly losing a wave, and unstable and unstable waves. They must of course, everything from powder to set all the cut. Do not add a wave setting with the setting, it must be made and cut curl, and leave the cutting machine to set a tube wave.

Other than setting, curls should be cut off with a nail and left with all the cut. The rest of the cut will be cut after the waving.

At least cut off the section that you want to set off again. The rest of the cut will be cut after the waving.
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